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SPEECH(BY(MR(JOSEPH(K(H(KOH(
AT(COMMENCEMENT(CEREMONY(OF,(NUS(SCHOOL(OF(BIOLOGICAL(SCIENCES((
10(JULY(2015((A(shortened(version(was(delivered(during(the(ceremony)(
%
%
While%I%was%still%the%Singapore%High%Commissioner%in%Brunei%in%2011,%the%official%magazine%of%
the%University%of%Brunei%Darussalam,%or%UBD,%published%a%feature%article%about%my%research%
into%the%spiders%of%Brunei.%%
%
The%article%carried%what%appeared%to%be%a%diplomatically%irreverent%title:%“His%Excellency%the%
Spiderman”.%It%said:%%%
%

“It% is% not% often% that% you% find% a% diplomatic% envoy% literally% beating% around% the% bush% in%
Bruneian% rainforest% looking% for% spiders.% But% this% is% precisely% what% the% Singapore% High%
Commissioner%has%been%doing%(…)%over%the%last%5%years.”%

%
The%writer%explained% that% I%was% trained%as%a% zoologist,% and% that% I%have%never%given%up%my%
passion%for%spider%taxonomy%after%I%joined%the%civil%service.%
%
That%was%factually%correct.%Outside%my%official%duties,%I%have%been%studying%Southeast%Asian%
spiders%over%the%last%48%years.%%
%
But% the% trouble%was% that% I% have% also% been% struggling%with% the%moniker% “spiderman”% for% a%
long%time.%
%
For% instance,% shortly% after% I% took%up%my%official% appointment% in%Brunei,% I% needed% to% find%a%
local%supplier%of%ethanol%for%the%specimens%that% I%hoped%to%collect%there.% I%decided%to%seek%
the% advice% from% Dr% David% Lane,% who% had% earlier% taught% at% the% NUS% before% he% became% a%
lecturer%at%UBD.%%
%
I% asked% my% secretary% to% arrange% for% a% courtesy% call.% % As% a% matter% of% interest,% I% told% my%
secretary%that%I%knew%Dr%Lane%as%an%expert%on%bats.%
%
Immediately%my%cheeky%secretary%said%that%it%would%be%a%historical%meeting%–%as%“Spiderman%
is%meeting%Batman%in%Brunei!”%
%
I%told%her:%“Ai[yah,%Wonder%Woman,%just%fix%the%appointment%please!”%
%
Careers(outside(life(sciences(
%
What%is%my%message%behind%this%story%about%“His%Excellency%the%Spiderman”?%
%
I% am% NOT% trying% to% assure% you% that% you% should% be% able% to% find% diverse% career% options%
regardless%of%whether%you%are%trained%in%the%life%sciences,%or%specialised%as%a%“spiderman”.%
%
This% is% a% non[issue,% as% the% Singapore% government% and% most% other% employers% are% not%
particularly%choosy%about%what%you%have%majored.%%
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%
The% PSC% accepted%me% as% a% fresh% zoology% graduate,% and% assigned%me% to% an% elite% research%
team% in% MINDEF% doing% analysis% on% strategic,% security% and% political% developments% in% the%
region.%%
%
We% had% to% monitor% and% interpret% all% such% external% events,% and% alert% the% government% of%
trends% leading% to%potential% threats%or% opportunities% for% Singapore.%We%had% to%understand%
the%motivations%and%inclinations%of%other%political%leaders%and%predict%their%next%moves.%
%
I% had% some% interest% in% current% affairs,% but% no% specialist% knowledge% in% political% science% or%
military%matters.%But%I%had%benefitted%from%the%wisdom%in%the%PSC%–%which%has%consistently%
believed% in% harnessing% synergy% from% cross% fertilisation% of% ideas% from% officers%with% diverse%
backgrounds.%
%
Many%of%my%own% classmates% in% Zoology% and%Botany%have%also% found% rewarding% jobs% after%
graduation,% and% eventually% peaked% their% careers% in% senior% positions% in% private[% sector%
companies,%as%well%as%in%government%agencies%and%statutory%boards.%
%
The%real%uncertainty%for%most%of%you%is%this:%At%this%junction%between%the%end%of%your%study%
and% the%beginning%of%work,% you%have% arrived% at% one%of% the%most% significant%milestones% in%
your%life.%%%
%

!! Does%it%mean%that%all%the%fun%and%games%are%over?%
!! Is%this%when%all%the%fun%and%games%really%begin?%%%

%
My%own%take%is%that%everyone%finds%fun%and%games%in%his%or%her%own%personal%way.%I%cannot%
and%should%not%prescribe%for%you.%
%
But% I% can% share%with% you% the% three% fundamentals% that% have% kept%many% people,% including%
myself,%happy%throughout%our%student%days%and%working%lives.%%%
(
Remain(curious(
(
First,%life%will%be%full%of%fun%and%games%if%you%allow%your%curiosity%to%run%wild.%%%
%
I% had%not% allowed%my% school% syllabus% to% constrain%my% curiosity%with% spiders% since% I%was% a%
teenager.%
%
Curiosity%soon%led%to%fascination.%%
%
I% was% fascinated% that% some% spiders% protect% themselves% by% appearing% like% ants,% and% even%
simulating%ant% locomotion.% %Others%evolved% to%become%perfect%mimics%of%wasps,% ladybirds%
and%even%snails.%%
%
A% number% of% spiders% look% like% fresh% bird% droppings.% One% even% smells% like% pee,% and% sits%
motionlessly%to%ambush%flies%that%are%attracted%to%shit!%%
%
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And%it%became%more%and%more%engaging%and%compelling%each%time%curiosity%led%me%to%a%new%
observation,%or%answered%my%new%question.%%
%
By%the%time%I%was%an%undergraduate,%this%curiosity% led%me%to%be%on%the% look[out%for%subtle%
differences%between%species,%and%asked%if%this%or%that%spider%was%new%to%science.%%
%
The%hobby%eventually%turned%out%to%be%a%stimulating%intellectual%detective%game,%where%you%
would% methodologically% follow% clues,% rule% out% wrong% possibilities,% hunt% down% taxonomic%
literature,%and%exclaiming%“Eureka!”%when%you%hit%the%answer%to%your%mystery.%%
%
You%will%ask,%so%what?%Discovering%new%species%may%not%necessarily%turn%you%on.%%
%
But%my%message%is%this:%If%you%allow%your%curiosity%to%run%wild,%you%will%sharpen%your%power%
of%observation,%and%you%will%see%the%world%around%you%in%totally%new%light.%%
%
It%will%take%you%to%your%own%journey%of%endless%discoveries%that%will%excite%and%surprise%you%
for%the%rest%of%life.%
%
You%would% have% found% a% constant% source% of% new% contentment.% It% will% be% fun% and% games%
every%day.%
(
Curiosity% can% become% a% passion% in% itself,% and% can% be% turned% into% a% source% of% joy% in% your%
career%too.%%%
(
Keep(your(passion(
%
Let%me%begin%by%linking%curiosity%with%the%second%fundamental%to%happiness:%Just%follow%your%
heart%and%chase%your%passions.%%%
%
After% graduation,% I% simply% followed%my% heart% when% I% applied% for% a% government% job,% even%
though%I%already%had%some%potentially%lucrative%offers%from%the%private%sector.%
%
I%chose%to%join%the%Singapore%public%service%because%at%that%time,%ensuring%the%survival%and%
prosperity%of%Singapore%was%our%national%preoccupation;%it%was%a%powerful%slogan%for%young%
and%idealistic%people%looking%for%purpose%and%meaning%in%life.%%
%
My%heart%told%me%that%within%the%government,%I%would%be%able%to%contribute,%do%something%
worthwhile,%and%eventually%make%an%impact%on%how%Singapore%would%be%governed.%
%
I%followed%my%heart%again%after%recovering%from%my%initial%shock%that%I%was%being%posted%to%
MINDEF%to%work%as%a%research%analyst.%
%
My%head%warned%me%that%I%had%no%relevant%academic%training%for%the%job.%%
%
Nevertheless,%as%a%gung[ho%young%man,%my%heart%told%me:% it%may%be%fun%to%take%up%a%new%
challenge:%if%I%don’t%give%it%a%try,%I%will%never%know.%%
%
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At% that% time,% the% security% situation% in% Southeast%Asia%was% totally% different% from%what% it% is%
today.%%%The%war%in%Indochina%was%raging,%and%its%outcome%was%uncertain.%
%
The% security% of% many% Southeast% Asian% governments% was% potentially% threatened% by%
Communist%subversion%and%insurgency%movements.%
%
The% prospects% of% monitoring% and% analysing% these% developments% whetted% my% curiosity% of%
many% unfamiliar% subjects% –% about% guerrilla% warfare,% about% the% battle% for% the% hearts% and%
minds,%and%the%complex%inter[play%between%state[to[state%and%party[to[party%relationships.%%
%
My% work% turned% out% to% be% new% sources% of% fun% and% games% –% reading% intentions% and%
capabilities,% separating% facts% from%propaganda,% detecting%departures% of% patterns% from% the%
expected% norms,% and% discovering% many% secrets% that% I% could% never% have% learnt% from%
newspapers%and%academic%research.%%
%
It%became%a%rewarding%journey%of%intellectual%discoveries.%
%
I% discovered% the% follies% of% our% own% propensity% to% in[breed% opinion,% or% to% conform% and%
reinforce%one%another%through%“group%think”%in%an%echo%chamber.%
%
I%discovered%the%need%to%open%ourselves%to%fresh%ideas%and%different%perspectives,%and%not%to%
be%held%captive%by%strongly[established%premises%and%conventional%wisdom%when%emerging%
evidence%and%new%circumstances%point%to%the%contrary.%
%%
I% discovered% the% joy% of% gazing% into% the% future% through% rigorous% and% critical% analysis% –%
distinguishing%the%forest%from%the%trees,%separating%“noise”%from%“signals”,%asking%“what%ifs”,%
exploring%unthinkable%scenarios%and%identifying%triggers%and%indicators%which%would%help%us%
with%early%warning.%%%
%
All%these%stimulating%lessons%I%learnt%each%working%day%had%fused%with%my%initial%curiosity%and%
youthful%patriotic%fervour,%and%turned%the%job%into%a%new%passion.%
%
It%has%been%an%exhilarating%experience%that%I%still%cherish%today.%
%
Let%me% just% fast[forward% from%my% first% job% as% a% political% analyst% to%my% last% job% as% head%of%
Singapore%missions%abroad.%
%
It%was% gratifying% promoting% Singapore’s% brand% name% in%my% three% successive% postings% –% in%
Taipei,%Canberra%and%Brunei%Darussalam.%
%
But% the% episode% that% left% an% indelible% impression% in%my%mind%happened% in% the% year% 2000,%
when%a%Singapore%Airline%aircraft%crashed%at%Taipei% international%airport%during%a% typhoon,%
resulting%in%a%tragedy%which%claimed%83%lives,%including%12%Singaporeans.%%
%
As% Singapore’s% representatives%on% the%ground,%my% team%and% I%had% to%help% SIA,% advise%our%
Ministry%of%Communications,%provide%a%public%face%of%the%Singapore%government,%and%most%
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importantly,%render%consular%support%to%the%Singapore%passengers%who%survived,%and%family%
members%of%those%who%perished.%%
%
It%was%a%heart[wrenching%experience.%%
%
Realistically,% there%was%nothing%much%we%could%do%to%alleviate% the%trauma%suffered%by%the%
survivors;%neither%could%we%off[load%the%pain%felt%by%the%next%of%kin.%%%%We%were%often%choked%
with%grief%ourselves.%
%
The%only%thing%we%could%do%was%to%help%them%with%their%administrative%and%logistics%needs,%
and% to% demonstrate% that% we% cared,% that% Singaporeans% cared,% that% the% Singapore%
Government%cared.%
%
We%did%not%expect%any%gratitude.%We%were%just%doing%what%was%expected%of%us.%
%
But%to%our%surprise,%after%the%event,%we%received%many%thank[you%cards%and%letters%from%the%
survivors%and%next[of[kin%of%perished%passengers.%
%
The%one%that%warmed%our%hearts%most%was%a%card%which%said:%%%
%
”Thank%you.%We%are%proud%to%be%Singaporeans”.%
%
Such%a%note%made%all%our%own%anguish%and%exhaustion%worthwhile.%
%
The% immediate% thought% that% came% to%my%mind%was% that% I% had%made% the% right%decision% to%
follow% my% heart% in% joining% the% civil% service% to% do% something% for% Singapore% and% for%
Singaporeans.%%
%
Making(a(difference(
(
My% third% life% lesson% is% that%we%will% be%warmed%with% joy% if%we% try% to%make% a% difference% in%
whatever%we%do.%
%
Here,%I%am%not%trying%to%preach%that%we%should%change%the%world,%level%up%inequalities,%touch%
the% life%of%others,%or%do%something%to%reduce%global%warming.%These% lofty% ideals%are%good.%
We%should%contribute%where%we%can.%
%
To%me,%“making%a%difference”% is%simply%a%state%of%mind:%We%just%need%to%resist%our%natural%
tendency%to%keep%things%going,%to%carry%on%business%as%usual.%
%
It%means%we%constantly%remind%ourselves%not%to%fall%into%the%trap%of%mindlessly%following%the%
crowd,%mindlessly%copying%precedents,%and%mindlessly%doing%“more%of%the%same”.%
%
Such% a% state% of% mind% has% simply% made% my% job,% and% that% of% many% of% my% public% service%
colleagues,%more%satisfying.%%
%
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We%were% happy% that%we% had% not% ended% up% as% just% another% robotic% gate[keeper,% another%
defender%of%the%status%quo.%%%
%
With% this% consciousness% to%make% a%difference,% it% became%natural% for% us% to% constantly% find%
new%ways%to%work%smarter,%encourage%our%junior%colleagues%to%think%more%creatively,%inspire%
them%to%be%more%curious%and%more%passionate,%and%get%everybody%to%grow%and%blossom.%
%
And% you% don’t% have% to% be% in% the% government% to% make% a% difference% for% Singapore% and%
Singaporeans.%
%
Today,% I% can% see% that% many% passionate% Singaporeans% are% already% making% a% difference%
towards%nature%conservation%through%their%voluntary%work.%%
%
Some%of% them%are%here,%sitting% in% front%of%me%as%part%of% the%graduating%class,%or%as%young%
academic%staff%“arrowed”%to%attend%this%ceremony.%%
%
They%organise%and%participate% in%river%and%coastal%clean[up.% %They%blog%about%our% jungle% in%
jeopardy,%the%biodiversity%of%our%seashores,%and%the%plant%life%in%our%“city%in%a%garden”.%They%
volunteer%as%toddy[cats,%or%as%NParks%nature%guides,%helping%out%in%biodiversity%surveys%and%
taking%children,%“uncles”%and%“aunties”%out%for%nature%walks.%%
%
Many%of% them%brave%the%scorching%sun,% thunder%storms,%sinking%mud,%and% for% those%doing%
marine% surveys,%wake%up%at% 2% am% in% the%morning% just% to% catch% the% low% spring% tide%before%
sunrise.%%
%
They%may% not% realise% it% themselves,% they% are% actually%making% a% difference% by% igniting% the%
passion% of% the% next% generation% of% Singaporeans% to% better% appreciate% and% protect% our%
precious%natural%heritage.%%%
%
I%salute%all%such%people.%
%
Conclusion(((
(
In%summary,%I%made%just%three%points%[[%Curiosity,%passion%and%making%a%difference.%%%
%
They%are%intertwined.%
%
Curiosity%drives%your%passion%for%gaining%knowledge.%%
%
Passion%drives%your%obsession%to%excel%and%make%a%difference.%
%
I%believe%that%we%are%already%born%with%all%three%attributes.%
%
So% you% don’t% really% have% to% find% them,% or% cultivate% them.% At%most,% you% only% need% to% re[
discover%them.%
%
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I% see% the% three%attributes% as% innate%qualities% –% as%part%of%our%DNA,%even% though% it%will% be%
difficult%for%biological%sciences%graduates%to%visualise%a%triple%helix!%
%
So,%don’t%allow%your%routine%work%to%blunt%your%natural%curiosity.%%
%
Don’t%allow%the%frantic%pace%in%our%society%overwhelm%your%natural%passion.%%
%
Try%out%new%experiences%outside%your%immediate%comfort%zone.%
%
Let%the%natural%fire%in%your%belly%burn%with%a%restlessness%to%change,%to%improve%and%make%a%
difference%in%everything%you%do.%
%
Release%them,%harness%them,%make%them%a%habit.%
%
And% you% will% be% able% to% enliven% yourselves% with% fun% and% games% every% day,% and% reward%
yourselves%with%enduring%success.%
%
Congratulations%once%again,%and%let%me%leave%you%with%these%parting%thoughts:%%
%

Curiosity%&%passion%amount%to%doing%what%you%like;%
%
Making%a%difference%is%to%do%what%you%think%is%right;%
%
If%you%can%soak%in%all%of%such%life's%delights,%
%
You%will%be%alright!%
%
%


